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SUMMARY
Kowanyama is a stronghold for White-bellied Crimson Finches (WBCF) and a key management focus
for the National Recovery Plan. A 2016 survey of the Kowanyama area identifed that the subspecies was
common but there were key issues, particularly the impacts of uncontrolled fire, livestock and feral pigs
on riparian sites, native grasses and other riparian vegetation and the need for targeted monitoring of
habitat and birds. The outcome is this draft habitat management plan which has key generic management
recommendations spanning fire (target early season/cool fires, constrained), livestock (destocking/local
fencing), feral pigs (overall reduction, localised hunting/trapping/fencing), and better protection of
riparian nest sites (Corypha palms and Pandanus) and drinking areas. With these in mind several specific
sites are recommended for targeted management including Red Lily Lagoon, Gooseberry Creek,
Magnificent Creek and others as well as non-treatment reference sites. Draft monitoring protocols are
outlined to measure habitat recovery together with responses in finch numbers.
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BACKGROUND

White-bellied Crimson Finches (Neochmia phaeton evangelinae, Vulnerable) are endemic to Cape York
Peninsula and the Trans-Fly region of New Guinea with concentrations in the Lakefield National Park
area on the eastern side of Cape York and in the Kowanyama-Pormpuraaw area on the western side of the
Cape (Higgins et al 2006, Dorricott and Garnett 2007, Freeman & Freeman 2007). A recovery plan for
the subspecies (Dorricott and Garnett 2007) outlined general approaches for recovery and recommended
a site management plan be prepared for and other sites. As first steps towards a site management plan,
surveys of WBCF habitat were undertaken at Kowanyama in 2015 (Alden 2015) and of finches and habitat
in August 2016 (Pierce and Schultz 2016) with the Rangers of the Kowanyama Aboriginal Land and
Natural Resource Management Office (KALNRMO). Key findings of Pierce and Schultz (2016) were:
- WBCF were fairly common (c.2 birds/ha) in survey sites at Kowanyama during August 2016
- Birds were focussed along watercourses and neighbouring open woodland
- There was a heavy dependence on grader grass during August 2016 and less on native grass seeds
at that time
- The proportion of juveniles observed (22%) seems moderately low for a passerine bird that has a
clutch of 3-8 eggs (Higgins et al. 2006).
Key management recommendations of Alden (2015) and Pierce and Schultz (2016) were:
-

-

Protect key riparian nesting vegetation and trees (especially Pandanus and the palm Corypha utan)
in the riparian zone from uncontrolled fire using fire breaks
Control key weeds (rubber vine, Cryptostegia grandiflora, and water hyacinth, Eichhornia
crassipes) and over time integrate weed management, especially grader grass Themeda
quadrivalvis (NQDT 2015), with native grasses (Appendix F)
Fence key wetlands to exclude livestock (and potentially pigs)
Increase general pig control to reduce overall densities and habitat impact
Implement feral cat control in future if finches do not respond to habitat improvement
Survey and monitor finches and their habitat including monitoring of responses to all of the above
Raising awareness within Kowanyama community of finch habitat requirements.

See Appendix A for a table of management priorities.
This document is intended to provide guidelines for habitat management and monitoring in the
Kowanyama area led by the Kowanyama Rangers. The map of sites surveyed in 2015 and 2016 can be
found in Appendix G.
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2 GENERAL BIOLOGY AND THREATS

Fig 2.1 - WBCF male (left), female (centre) and juvenile (right)
2.1 Identification
Males are the “Red Bird” of Kowanyama, with a crimson-red beak, face, breast, rump and tail and most
of the flanks. The belly is white and the brownish back has a red tinge (Fig 2.1). Females have less red
and are mainly brown above and fawn below with off-white belly, while juveniles are mainly brown all
over with a dark bill (Fig 2.1). Compared with other Kowanyama grass finches, the WBCF is an elongated
finch with noticeably long tail.
2.2 Habitat and food
Kowanyama habitat of WBCF comprises riparian habitat associated with seasonally flooded rivers, creeks
and associated wetlands, and adjacent woodland and savannah. Key habitat needs of WBCF are as
follows:





A variety of native (and now also exotic) grasses, seeds of which provide nearly all of their food.
The relatively large beak of WBCF enables it to eat larger seeds and insects than most other finches
in the area
Riparian shrubs and trees, which provide cover, roosts and nest sites along creeks, lagoons, etc.
Permanent water source, e.g. Gooseberry and Magnificent Creeks and lagoons and dams
Pandanus and Corypha palms for nest sites.

Other finches of Kowanyama (Appendix E) also rely on certain grasses including those grass species
depicted in Appendix F.
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Fig 2.2 – Examples of ideal habitat for WBCF with shrubs (roosts, top left) and safe access to drinking
area a variety of grasses (food, top right), clean water (for drinking), few weeds, and presence of Pandanus
(potential nests, bottom), little stock or pig activity damaging habitat.
2.3 Nest sites
Nesting sites are in or near riparian areas with Pandanus and Corypha palms being preferred, nests being
located a few metres off the ground. Other nests in dense shrub/grass associations have been found at
Kowanyama (J. Clark pers. comm.) and this type of nest site may be underestimated because nests are
harder to find here than in trees.
2.4 Roost sites
Outside the breeding season a number of other trees and shrubs become important as daytime and nighttime roosts. For example, families with recently fledged young use dense riparian shrubbery and trees
throughout much of the day and probably the night as well (Fig. 2.4 & 2.5).
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Fig. 2.4 Left: The dense foliage of the Carthormion and Barringtonia (foreground) shrubs provides good
camouflage for finches. Right: Carthormion trunk and bark (same shrub).

Fig 2.5 A juvenile white-bellied crimson finch perched in a Carthormion shrub–note grader grass!
2.5 Drinking sites
Safe drinking and bathing sites are vital for finches. Ideally they should have safe access in the form of a
corridor of scrublands or tree cover (Fig 2.2). Water should be shallow, clean and not choked with exotic
weeds such as water hyacinth.
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2.6 Threats
There are a number of factors threatening the habitat, food, roosts, nests and watering areas of WBCF.
Key threatening processes are:
-

Inappropriate fire regimes causing loss of riparian habitat including nest trees
Inappropriate fire regimes causing loss of native grasses
Invasion of grader grass and other weeds including rubber vine, water hyacinth and Hymenachne
Livestock impacts on riparian habitat including grass community and drinking sites
Pig impacts on riparian habitat including grass community and drinking sites
Potentially predation by feral cats on WBCF.

The above threatening processes probably interact in different ways to impact on finch productivity and
survival locally. Collectively they probably result in a lower carrying capacity of WBCF than the
potential.
Fire
A key problem is excessive fire in the riparian areas resulting in deaths of Pandanus and Corypha, thereby
reducing nest site availability (Fig 2.6). The loss of other riparian shrubbery and trees (e.g. Barringtonia)
also reduces the availability of safe roosts and corridors between feeding areas and watering holes. Fire
may also be contributing to the loss of native grassland foods (Appendix F) and perhaps also providing a
competitive advantage to grader grass and rubber vine. Whilst grader grass is a seasonally preferred food
of WBCF, its spread may be displacing native grasses that might otherwise have provided food for finches
throughout the year. This displacement process is, however, poorly understood.
Weeds
Rubber vine, a weed of national significance (WONS), has been managed in the recent past by the
KALNRMO Rangers as well as during historical and ongoing programs to control the weed. The vine
has the potential to outcompete grasses by becoming a monoculture shrub in the grasslands where it
does not have the opportunity to climb. Ongoing management and monitoring is needed to detect any
emergence of this weed so that it does not impact on the rank grasses needed by WBCF (Dorricott &
Garnett 2007).
Another WONS, water hyacinth Eichhornia crassipes (Sainty & Jacobs 1988), was seen in the
Magnificent Creek at F1 and F4 (Appendix G). The hyacinth has the potential to crowd the water’s edge
and this may impede the ability of the finches to drink. John Clarke (personal communication 17
August, 2016) advised that this weed generally chokes the river’s lagoons during the dry months of the
year.
Livestock and pigs
The impacts of livestock (horses and especially cattle) are evident in many areas, along with pig impacts.
Trampling by this group (including pig rooting) is also damaging riparian vegetation, particularly aquatic
and riparian grasses (Fig 2.7).
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Fig 2.6 – Examples of burnt riparian habitat at Gooseberry Creek August 2016; note dying Corypha utan.
This palm has one of the largest flowerheads, 2-5 m long, and the tree dies soon after flowering (Brock
1988).

Fig 2.7 – Recent pig and older cattle impacts at Five Mile Lagoon (left), and a mosaic of vegetation often
used as roosts in the middle of the day (right), August 2016.
Feral cats
Feral cat impacts on WBCF are not known, but it is likely that cats impact on finches locally only. The
hunting characteristics of cats often vary individually so that local impacts do not necessarily correspond
directly with cat numbers.
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3. GENERAL HABITAT MANAGEMENT APPROACHES AT KOWANYAMA
3.1 Managing fire to improve habitat and food
The key objective is to ensure that fires in riparian areas and grasslands are undertaken in the early
dry to ensure that damaging “hot fires” are avoided. This will also favour seeding of several grass
species in the wet season when food can be limiting for finches (Todd et al. 2003). It is preferable to have
localised low intensity fires leaving mosaics of varying habitat, offering for exmple, combinations of
surviving taller grass (grader grass and native grasses) and burnt grasslands and unburnt and burnt
shrubland.
Key principals of burning are:
 ... Plan specific fires in advance with traditional owners, Rangers etc.
 ... Leave many sites unburnt, i.e. avoid blanket burning annually
 ... Undertake most burning early in dry season to avoid damaging wildfires
 ... Use firebreaks to exclude fires from riparian areas. Burn outward from riparian into open country.
Burn early, i.e. as soon as a fire will travel. The unburnt areas will remain so.
 ... For key WBCF sites operate to a carefully pre-planned fire regime (Section 5)
 ... Monitor outcomes for habitat and birds (Section 5)
 ... Use alternative control methods for some weeds, e.g. release rust or undertake spraying of rubber
vine.
3.2 Managing livestock and pigs to improve habitat, food and drinking areas
The key objective is to ensure that livestock and pigs do not impact on crucial riparian habitat of
finches.
Key principals are:








Reduce overall densities of cattle and horses at Kowanyama by destocking if feasible
Consider the implementation of artificial drinking troughs and salt licks for livestock away
from creeks to take pressure off riparian habitat
Eliminate local impacts of cattle and horses at key sites by building and maintaining fences
(Section 5)
Reduce overall densities of pigs at Kowanyama by combinations of methods that are
acceptable to community
Minimise local impacts of pigs by intensive trapping at specific sites and consider integrating
pig fences with livestock fences in future (Section 5). (Note that hunting is generally
ineffective in controlling pig densities with baiting being preferred, but trapping can be
reasonably efective at maintaining low pig densities (see Crowley et al 2003 and Mitchell 2011
for useful discussion and recommendations for pig control in similar habitat and how suitable
methods can depend on how many pigs are present, where they are located and the weather
conditions to make the best cost-effective choice. Talk with experts, e.g. Jim Williams)
Restablish key grass species in livestock excluded areas if they are missing or rare, e.g. cane
grass at Red Lily Lagoon

3.3 Managing nest and roost sites
The key objective is to ensure nesting and roosting trees occur commonly in the riparian areas.
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Key principals are:





Protect every Pandanus stand and Corypha (Fig. 3.1) from damaging fires, e.g. avoid burning
these sites, but if burning is essential then burn sites only in earlier and cooler times of year
Where Pandanus or Corypha are scarce in otherwise good finch habitat, provide protective stock
and pig fencing around remaining groves of those trees, or larger areas
Evaluate appropriateness for cultivation and planting of seedlings of Pandanus and Corypha and
if positive, implement in areas protected by fences
Protect Barringtonia and the Carthormion shrub, the latter a deciduous multi-stemmed spreading
tree 4 – 7 m high (Brock 1988). They provide good protective cover and shade. This shrub also
supports vines providing denser cover for juvenile finches and both species provide roosts and
cover for nearby feeding and drinking.

Fig. 3.1 Finches often nest in Pandanus sp. (left) and right the Cabbage Palm (Corypha utan)

4. MONITORING RECOVERY OF HABITAT AND FINCHES AT KOWANYAMA
4.1 Monitoring habitat recovery
In Section 5 a number of sites have specific management regimes prescribed for finches and their habitat.
It is important that the responses by both habitat and the WBCF are monitored at those sites. Even if
management did not exactly follow the prescription, it is important to measure outcomes for habitat and
finches at those sites.
Key habitat parameters to measure annually and entered on a data sheet (Appendix B & C) are:
 ... Fire – record approximate area recently burned (nil, low, medium, high) on annual summary late
dry season as per Appendix B
 ... Livestock impacts – nil, low, medium, high (0, L, M, H)
 ... Pig impacts – 0, L, M, H and pigs seen and pigs killed this year, i.e. hunting/trapping records in
this year
 ... Grader grass abundance (0, L, M, H)
 ... Other grasses and weeds present (0, L, M, H and note the names of species if known)
 ... Number of Pandanus clumps, Corypha trees per monitoring site
 ... Photopoints of habitat – use 1-2 photopoints and annual photographs.
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4.2 Monitoring finch recovery – “how are the red birds doing”?
It is important to monitor finch recovery to understand their responses to specific management to test
whether the prescribed habitat management regimes are effective. There is a need to understand
background patterns of finch population trends, e.g. monitoring non-treatment or “control” sites to see
how the finches are faring generally.
Two count periods are proposed annually:


Post wet count - in the immediate post wet season period (about May-June) and designed to assess
population size and age structure of the population. This allows an assessment of how the breeding
season has been by determining the number of birds and proportion of juveniles.



Pre wet count - in the late dry season (August-November) it is desirable to assess the number and
density of WBCF in relation to habitat features.

The counts can be either:
- 2 ha/20 minute approach of BirdLife Australia. This was trialled at Kowanyama in 2016 and proved to
be effective (Pierce and Schultz 2016). This comprises a 100 m wide x 200 m long transect – walk along
the transect c. 75 m from water edge and return close to the water’s edge. This approach maximises the
detection rates for finches that were foraging away from water and also for those coming to drink.
- 500 m linear counts – focused along riparian edge which is the favoured area for WBCF. The advantage
of this approach is that the sampling area is well defined and the observers can continue along for repeat
transects.
- point counts – focused at discrete sites e.g. a favoured regular watering area.
Once the above count techniques are chosen they need to be retained for those sites in the future. The
different approaches above will be trialled with Rangers in 2017.
Most finches will be initially detected from their distinctively toned single or double-note calls, which are
much louder in dependent juveniles begging for food from their parents. Record details as per Appendix
B & C. This includes sex and age of birds as per Fig 2.1, and habitat. A replicate count is needed for each
site. Some training in counts is needed.
There are still some unanswered questions about finch ecology, e.g. where do finches roost at night and
are these roost sites adequately protected? Also can drinking troughs be used to entice WBCF to new sites
well away from natural water bodies? Grader grass may become a bigger management issue over time
and monitoring of early season burning may be useful to determine seeding levels. The Rangers could
contribute to answering some of these questions.

5. RECOMMENDED SITES FOR TARGETED MANAGEMENT
Many sites at Kowanyama provide opportunities for undertaking habitat manipulation to benefit finches
and others can be regarded as non-treatment controls. These sites all provide combinations of permanent
water, ripraian habitat and adjacent grasslands. Sites that appear suitable are at:
- ... Red Lily Lagoon – permanent water, few aquatic weeds, livestock fence in place 2016
- ... Gooseberry Creek – permanent water, issues with riparian burning and weeds
- ... Magnificent Creek – premanent water, issues with riparian burning, aquatic and terretrial weeds
- ... Five Mile Lagoon – permanent water, few aquatic weeds, issues with burning, livestock and pigs
11
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- ... Sandy Hole – permanent and ephemeral wetlands
- ... Duck Hole - permanent water, could be fenced
- ... Lower Landing - permanent water?
- ... Kowanyama Sewage Pond environs – permanent water, fire and weed issues
- ... Abbatoir Corner Wetland – ephemeral water, fire and weed issues
- ... Kowanyama township – water sprinklers atract WBCF.
Some of these sites should be used for specific management to enable benefits to habitat and finches to
be measured over time, while others could be used as non-treatement controls. It is preferable that
treatements span a wide area, e.g. several kilometres of Gooseberry and Magnificent Creeks, but
monitoring can be restricted to a few sampling transects. Recommended management and monitoring
details are provided for each site in the following tables.
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5.1 Red Lily Lagoon – livestock exclusion, fire management

Location

GPS Lat -15.45217 Long: 141.66667

Question

Does livestock exclusion result in improved habitat and therefore increases in finch
numbers and productivity

Management

Maintain livestock fence to exclude cattle and horses (the fence was completed in 2009)
Inspect fence (at least quarterly)
Fire management – low intensity, early in year, protect riparian habitat (build a fire
break here if feasible)
Plant cane grass and potentially Pandanus
Implement concerted pig control in wider area; evaluate if site is a useful place for pig
trap(s), pig fencing/electrics and implement accordingly
Awareness raising in community of need to exclude livestock, pigs, etc. and to report
issues of incursions, fence/gate damge, etc.

Monitoring

Habitat – 2 x assessments (post wet, pre wet); either use 2 x 2 ha sites or 2 x linear 500
m covering riparian and immediately adjacent woodland
Finches – as for habitat above – may be best to do 2 x 500 m linear transects completely
around the wetland
Take photos of cane grass etc. and start (looking forward) and finish (looking back) of
transects
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5.2 Gooseberry Creek – fire management

2015 drought year

2016 flooding year

Location

GPS Lat -15.472124 Long: 141.695012

Question

Does improved fire management result in improved habitat and finch numbers and
productivity

Management Fire management – i) low intensity fires early in dry season
ii) build fire break along line of existing vehicle track
iii) avoid fires in riparian habitat to allow this habitat to recover
Allow livestock to have access as in the past
Pig surveillance and undertake concerted hunting as needed
Consider offsite water troughs and salt licks here
Monitoring

Habitat – Either 5 x 2 ha sites true left and upstream of Gooseberry Creek Crossing each
assesed 2 x annually (post wet, pre wet) or
2-3 500 m long “linear” transects covering riparian and immediately adjacent woodland
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Finches – Either 5 x 2 ha sites as above or 2-3 “linear” transects each 500 m long. 2 x
assessments each (post wet, pre wet) ;

5.3 Magnificent Creek Camp – non-treatment control Magnificent Creek (2015 left, 2016 right)

Location

GPS Lat: -15.405 Long: 141.71273

Question

Does erratic management including frequent hot and extensive fires result in significant
changes in habitat and finch numbers and productivity

Managemen
t

Basically uncontrolled – potentially hot and extensive fires impacting on riparian zone
No changes to livestock
Pig surveillance; maintain pig control as per Kowanyama Management Plan
Rubber vine surveilance and removal as per Kowanyama Management Plan
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Monitoring

Habitat – Either 1) 3-4 sites on true left, upstream and downstream of crossing; or 2) 34 linear counts each of 500 m covering riparian and immediately adjacent woodland; 2
x assessments annually (post wet, pre wet)
Finches – Either 2 sites or 3-4 x 500 m linear counts as above; 2 x assessments annually
(post wet, pre wet)

5.4 Five Mile Lagoon – livestock exclusion, fire management

GPS Lat: -15.43774 Long: 141.72597
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Question
Managemen
t

Monitoring

Does livestock exclusion result in improved habitat and finch numbers and productivity
Build livestock fence to exclude cattle (consider also pigs, more expensive but better
habitat benefit) and provide offsite watering to take livestock pressure off fence
Inspect and maintain fence (at least quarterly)
Fire management – low intensity, not every year; protect riparian habitat (can a fire
break be built here?)
Pig surveillance; pig control as per Kowanyama Management Plan (KALNRMO 2016);
this could also be a useful place for pig trap, alternatively fencing/electrics which need
evaluating.
Habitat – either 2-4 x 2 ha sites; or 2 x 500 m linear transects around the lagoon. 2 x
assessments (post wet, pre wet); see map
Finches – as for habitat above – likely that 500 m linear best; 2 x assessments (post wet,
pre wet)

5.5 Non-treatment controls e.g. Duck Hole, Sandy Hole, Lower Landing, Sewage Pond,
Abattoir Corner
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Location

GPS Lat: -15.32092106 Long: 141.679678

Question

Does status quo result in changed habitat and finch numbers and productivity

Managemen
t

Livestock access as usual
Fire management – status quo, i.e. no changes needed
Pig surveillance and management as per Kowanyama Management Plan
Hymenachne surveillance of pools and removal as needed at Sandy Hole

Monitoring

Habitat – two 2 ha sites assessed 2 x annually (post wet, pre wet); see map
Finches – two 2 ha sites as above assessed 2 x annually (post wet, pre wet)

Other sites could include Kowanyama Township. With much of the country burnt around the wetlands,
the finches are coming in to feed close to houses in Kowanyama and lapping up water from puddles
created by lawn sprinklers (personal communication, Nigel Coleman 4 November, 2016). This is a good
opportunity to encourage Kowanyama residents to monitor the finches from the comfort of their homes.
They could be encouraged to observe and document via data sheet the sexes and ages of the finches for
instance.

6. SUPPORTING MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH, TRAINING AND AWARENESS
Some additional supporting work includes the following needs:





General awareness raising, school involvement (e.g. in local monitoring)
Finch posters, ID cards and uTube videos (as well as other social media outlets) will raise more
awareness of all the finch species
Distribute waterproof finch ID cards to Rangers, junior Rangers and interested locals in
reporting finch sightings back to KALNRMO
Meet with PBC members and discuss with a leader from each family the importance of not
burning near wetlands and to work closely with KALNRMO reporting on finch sightings
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 Training of Rangers in monitoring of finches and their habitat and analysing data
 Cat management could be considered in the future if the finch population does not respond to
effective management and/or if cat abundance appears to increase.
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APPENDIX A – SOME FUTURE MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority
Actions

Where (suggestions)

How

When

Who

Fences to
exclude
livestock and
repair
existing
fences

At sites identified by
Rangers where stock
has the most impact,
i.e. Duck Hole

Transects that take
in both shallow and
deeper water at
permanent wetlands

As soon as funds
are available

Fencing
contractor

Fire breaks at
key places

At known nesting and
watering sites, i.e.
Magnificent Ck (F4),
gooseberry Creek (F10,
F17), and a control area
at Duck Hole

Identify nesting and
frequently visited
sites by finches –
alter plans after
discussions

After wet season
before grader grass
seeds and before
the dry season

Kowanyama
Aboriginal
Council

Pig control

At selected places
identified by Rangers,
i.e. Red Lilly could
include an electric wire
if cheaper than netting
wire

Pig feeding traps,
electric fences and
netting fences

Red Lily –
immediately
because the
protected lotus lily
is pig fodder.

KALNRMO
Rangers &
shooting
contractors

Netting
fences to
exclude pigs

A section of 5 mile (to
be discussed) & the
watering place at
Gooseberry Crossing
(F10)

Fence off small
areas of riparian
into the water at
permanent
waterholes where
finches shelter and
water

As soon as funds
are available

Fencing
contractor

Monitoring
finch
numbers

Red Lilly Lagoon
(F11), Magnificent
Creek Crossing
Outstation (F4),
Gooseberry Creek
(F10, F17),
opportunistically when
on country

Specialist training
with workshops on
country

Soon after peak
breeding months–
i.e. June, July

Rangers or
local
community
members.

Monitoring
finch habitat

At selected sites for
regular surveys and
opportunistically where
finches are seen.

A part of
Twice a year (? As
KALNRMO Ranger discussed with
work
Rangers)

KALNRMO
Rangers or
other
designated
volunteer

General
surveys

Widespread but
targeted sites for
potential star finch and
WBCF

Specialist training at ASAP
workshops on
country

Rangers and
other
Kowanyama
residents,
specialists e.g.
BA
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APPENDIX B – MONITORING FORM FOR SITES
Complete this form for each visit to management and non-treatment sites (see Appendix C for
example of a completed form)
DRAFT KOWANYAMA FINCH AND HABITAT DATA SHEET
Site name:

Observers:

Date:

Survey type: 500 m edge

GPS start:

;2 ha/20 min

;Point ;Other

GPS at end point (usually 500 m away):

Fence OK?

Yes No

Not Applicable

Damage comment:

Fire in the last
year?

Yes No

No. of live trees?

Pandanus palm

Cabbage palm (Corypha)

Cattle damage

Yes No

Level of damage 0 Low Med High

Pig damage

Yes No

Level of damage 0 Low Med High

Area burnt: 0 Low Med High
Fire impact on edge 0 Low Med High

Pigs being controlled here? No. killed in
this year
Grass species

Grader Grass 0 Low Med
High

Native grasses 0 Low Med High
Species?

Other weeds

Rubber vine 0 L M H ; Chinee apple 0 L M H ; Other 0 L M H

Other issues?

Details:

WBCF counts

Time start

Finish

Distance

No. WBCF

Age/sex etc. if known

Edge count 1
2ha 20 min
Other
Any nests?

Plant name

Height (m)

Feeding seen?

Plant/seed name

Tick other
finches present

Masked Finch
; Double-barred Finch
Black-throated Finch (give no. birds)
Finch (count)

Photographs at
start and end?

Yes No

Eggs ; Chicks ; Building

; No. birds
; Chestnut-breasted Mannikin
;
; Red-browed Finch
; Star

Where stored?
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Comments

APPENDIX C – EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETED MONITORING FORM
DRAFT KOWANYAMA FINCH AND HABITAT DATA SHEET
Site name: Red Lily Lagoon

Observers: J Clark, N Coleman
Survey type: 500 m edge 

Date:6/11/16

GPS start: (recorded by tough pad)

;2 ha/20 min

;Point ;Other

GPS at end point (usually 500 m away):

Fence OK?

Yes  ; No

Fire in the last
year?

Yes  ; No

No. of live trees?

Pandanus palm 15

Cabbage palm (Corypha) 3

Cattle damage

Yes ; No

Level of damage 0 ;Low  ;Med ;High

Pig damage

Yes  ; No

Level of damage 0 ;Low ; Med ;High

Not Applicable

Damage comment: Minor break fixed
Area burnt: 0 ;Low  ;Med ;High
Fire impact on edge 0 ;Low ;’Med ;High

Pigs being controlled here? No. killed in
this year; 3
Grass species

Grader Grass 0 ; Low ; Med ;
High

Native grasses 0 ;Low  ; Med ; High
Species? Collected specimen

Other weeds

Rubber vine 0 ; L ;M ;H ; Chinee apple 0 ;L ; M ; H ; Other 0 ;L ;M ; H

Other issues?

Details:

WBCF counts

Time start

Finish

Distance

No. WBCF

Age/sex etc. if known

500 m edge 1

0810

0900

500

8

2 J rest Ads

500 m edge 2

0910

1000

500

3

1F 1 M 1 Juv

Other

Any nests? No

Plant name

Height (m)

WBCF feeding

Plant/seed name Grader grass

Eggs ; Chicks ; Building
; No. birds: 3
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Tick other
finches present

Masked Finch
; Double-barred Finch 
; Black-throated Finch (give no. birds)
Finch (count)

Photographs at
start and end?

Yes  ; No

; Chestnut-breasted Mannikin
; Red-browed Finch
; Star

Where stored?

Photographed start and finish of each transect – on Fulcrum

Comments

APPENDIX D – ANALYSING DATA
An example of using finch count data over 3 years follows:

Example Site x – non-treatment
2017

2017

2017

2017

2018

2018

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

Count

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

No. finches

2

7

4

2

5

0

2

4

3

6

0

5

Specific treatment
e.g. grazing or fire

2

2

1

3

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

Year

Graphed example of above:

Counts of WBCF at a control site over 3 years
8
7

No. finches

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Count no. over time

Note that it is also possible to graph results against treatment rank and also evaluate standard error of
counts from year to year and other tests.
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Photographs of representative habitat will also reveal changes over time and can be appended to annual
reports.
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APPENDIX E - OTHER FINCHES OF KOWANYAMA

Some other Kowanyama finches – black-throated Finch (top left), red-browed finch (top right), masked
finch (bottom left), chestnut-breasted manikin (bottom right) and double-barred finch (bottom).
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APPENDIX F – GRASSES FOR FINCHES TO LOOK OUT FOR
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APPENDIX G CRIMSON FINCH PROJECT SITE MAP
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APPENDIX H - FINCH SIGHTINGS & HABITAT CONDITION FORM – ROUTINE VISITS
Grading: 0=nil, L=low, M=medium, H=high
Date

Location

Native Damage;
Grasses pig, cattle,
;
horses

Nesting;
Pandanus, palm

Fire
extent

Riparia
n intact

WBCF
No.*

Comments; e.g. other finches, fence
maintenance, pig trap maintenance, “observer
initials”

*Accurate or approximate numbers
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